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NEW TITLESNEW TITLES  

ROCKPOOL PUBLISHING GIFT BOOKSROCKPOOL PUBLISHING GIFT BOOKS  

ANGEL 
NUMBERS 
by Kyle Gray 

RRP:$26.00 
9781401958930 

Hay House 
Paperback 
TBC pages 

Within ANGEL NUMBERS 11-11, bestselling Hay 
House author Kyle Gray explains the angels' mes-
sages behind number sequences such as 11-11, 22-
22, 3-33, and 4-44, as well as which numbers bring big 
changes and when to expect miracles. This book can 
be used as a reference guide to help the reader inter-
pret the messages the angels are sending. 

AWAKENING 
YOUR CRYSTALS 
by Sharon McAllister 

RRP:$35.00 
9781620559727 

Earthdancer Books 
Paperback 
176 pages 

A full-colour guide to programming crystals and har-
nessing their full potential. Taking your crystal healing 
experience to a higher level, this guide shows how 
each crystal has its own life plan just like human 
beings and when a crystal enters your life it is never 
by coincidence. 

CRYSTAL365 
by Yasmin Boland 

& Heather Askinosie 
& Timmi Jandro 

RRP:$48.00 
9781401958268 

Hay House 
Hardback 
256 pages 

Whether you are an avid crystal fan or just appreciate 
crystals' aesthetic beauty, CRYSTAL365 will help you 
to incorporate crystals into your daily life in a more 
meaningful and conscious way with action plans that 
can be personalized to your own style and goals for 
transformation. 

GIFT OF 
CRYSTALS 
by Rachelle 

Charman 
RRP:$20.00 

9781925017823 
Rockpool Publishing 

Paperback 
176 pages 

The GIFT OF CRYSTALS you will 
show you an enchanted kingdom of 
magic, energy, and radiant healing – a 
beautiful opportunity to open your heart 
to the energies of earth’s beautiful 
gemstones and let your spirit fly on a 
journey of powerful transformation. 

GIFT OF 
DREAMS 
by Rose 
Inserra 

RRP:$20.00 
9781925017830 

Rockpool Publishing 
Paperback 
176 pages 

The GIFT OF DREAMS is a beautiful 
guide to understanding the enigmatic 
world of dreams -including your own. 
From the earliest known dream diction-
ary found in ancient Egypt, written on 
papyrus and dated to 1250BCE, to the 
work of Sigmund Freud. 

GIFT OF 
FLOWERS 
by Cheralyn 

Darcey 
RRP:$20.00 

9781925429978 
Rockpool Publishing 

Paperback 
112 pages 

With brief descriptions of their natural 
healing qualities, discover the secret 
‘The Language of Flowers’ and learn 
the symbols and intuitive messages 
behind each flower, such as Tulip for 
love and Bluebell for constancy, and 
lists of matching flowers for birthdays. 

GIFT OF 
SPELLS 
by Lucy 

Cavendish 
RRP:$20.00 

9781925429374 
Rockpool Publishing 

Paperback 
176 pages 

Filled with over 50 unique and different 
spells including A Spell to Heal an 
Argument and a Dark Moon Bath 
Blend, to a Self-love Spell and a Spell 
for Psychic Power, and instructions on 
how to make a Love Potion Tea. 

CLEARING 
Your Guide 

to Maintaining Energy 
by Kerrie Erwin 

RRP:$35.00 
9781925429985 

Rockpool Publishing 
Paperback 
200 pages 

Packed with easy to follow rituals and useful advice on 
using spiritual tools such as sage, incense and essen-
tial oils, plus peppered with Kerrie Erwin’s own 
unique cases and amazing experiences, this book is a 
must have for anyone wanting to create an uplifting, 
happy environment for themselves and their loved 
ones. 

FINDING TRUE 
CONNECTIONS 

by Gareth St John Thomas 
RRP:$40.00 

9781925820157 
Exisle Publishing 

Hardback 
232 pages 

Our individual memories define us. Our tribal memo-
ries unite us. If these are missing, parts of us are 
missing too. Designed as a series of double-page 
spreads, on the left-hand page is a prompt question 
while, on the facing page, notes provide context to the 
question and tips and guidance for how to gain the 
most meaningful answers. 

WAY OF 
FIRE AND ICE 
by Ryan Smith 

RRP:$39.00 
9780738760049 

Llewellyn 
Paperback 
312 pages 

THE WAY OF FIRE AND ICE reimagines and grounds 
Norse Paganism in today's world, focusing on the 
needs of modern practitioners. This book provides 
practical information on crafting ritual, developing 
personal mystical practices, and building sustainable 
community. 

333 
ORACLE OF 

HEART WISDOM 
by Alana Fairchild 

RRP:$45.00 
9781925538717 

Blue Angel Gallery 
Hardback 
352 pages 

Acclaimed spiritual author and teacher Alana 
Fairchild taps into the master frequency of playful 
power, creative consciousness and sacred connection 
to deliver insightful messages, so you can remember 
and become the empowered visionary soul that you 
were born to be. 
Hardcover book with gold foil lettering. 

MAGICKAL 
MERMAIDS HB 

by Flavia Kate Peters 
RRP:$29.00 

9781925682434 
Rockpool Publishing 

Hardback 
224 pages 

Faeries of the seas, mermaids are alluring elementals 
who help to ignite your own sensuality and seductive 
powers, whether male or female, and harness your 
natural powerful manifestation abilities. Mermaids 
remind you to follow the truth of your inner self, to 
awaken your deepest emotions and stimulate your 
compassion. 

MAGICKAL 
UNICORNS HB 

by Flavia Kate Peters 
RRP:$29.00 

9781925682441 
Rockpool Publishing 

Hardback 
224 pages 

Discover the path of ancient magick and lore with 
MAGICKAL UNICORNS. Learn to awaken, connect 
and heal with these magickal creatures as you shift 
your personal energy to a different realm. Wishes, 
invocations, meditations and easy to learn spell-work 
all feature in this book, enhancing our natural magickal 
abilities. 



DIVINE ANIMALS 
ORACLE CARDS 

by Stacey Demarco (Auth) 
& Kinga Britschgi (Art) 

RRP:$35.00 
9781925429947 

Rockpool Publishing 
Cards 

Deeply researched and richly written, in this oracle you will discover the mythos of the 
animals and the eternal deities whose energy is woven together in synergistic magic 
and learn how to use it to benefit your life. Double the power, double the wildness, 
double the wisdom! Featuring animals and mythos from across the planet - from Africa 
to the Arctic - this unique oracle is not only truly beautiful but will deliver accurate and 
compassionate insight to the reader. 

GODDESS DREAM 
ORACLE CARDS 
by Wendy Andrew 

RRP:$35.00 
9781925682106 

Rockpool Publishing 
Cards 

Through working with this oracle in your daily life you will delve into the divine dream 
world of the Goddess in all her forms and meet her allies. She will reveal herself 
through her dark mysteries in the depths of the forest to her splendour as the waves of 
the sea, and guide you in your search for your inner truth, your life purpose and your 
higher self. Artist and author Wendy Andrew illustrates the divine embodiments of the 
Goddess, channelling sacred feminine energy. 

SACRED GEOMETRY 
OF RELATIONSHIPS 

ORACLE CARDS 
by LON 

RRP:$45.00 
9781925538748 

Blue Angel Gallery 
Cards 

Quantum artist LON has created 44 Activations that will support your understanding of 
many powerful concepts that are at the core of all relationships. The sacred geometry of 
her imagery allows your conscious mind to step out of the way so that new energetic 
connections can be made on a subconscious level. Paired with six distinctive card 
draws, powerful “I am . . .” affirmations, and in-depth descriptions, your mind will em-
brace a different way of thinking and invite new ideas about the relationships in your life. 

WHISPERS OF 
THE OCEAN 

ORACLE CARDS 
by Angela Hartfield 

RRP:$45.00 
9781925538731 

Blue Angel Gallery 
Cards 

Enjoy the flow and master the currents of your life with playful dolphins, patient seahors-
es, regenerative starfish and other fascinating marine beings. Ask a question, shuffle 
the cards and tap into the intelligence and grace of our planet’s rich, healing and revital-
ising oceans for divination, direction and decision-making. Powerful, versatile and 
sensitive, Whispers of the Ocean will help you ride the waves of life so you can come 
out on top. 

SUPER ATTRACTOR 
CARDS 

by Gabrielle Bernstein (Auth) 
& Micaela Ezra (Art) 

RRP:$38.00 
9781401957827 

Hay House 
Cards 

Being a Super Attractor means that what you believe is what you receive. This 52-card 
deck will inspire you to live a life filled with joy, grace, ease, and strength, and start 
manifesting your dreams into reality. Designed with beautiful watercolor illustrations by 
Micaela Ezra - who also created the artwork for Gabrielle Bernstein's best-selling The 
Universe Has Your Back cards-each of the 52 cards offers an inspiring mantra to sup-
port and guide you. 

FIELD GUIDE TO 
GARDEN DRAGONS DECK 

by Arwen Lynch (Auth) 
& Stanley Morrison (Art) 

RRP:$52.00 
9781572819795 

US Games Systems 
Cards 

You never know where you’ll spot a Garden Dragon - it could be on your travels, on a 
nature walk, or even in your own backyard! This whimsical deck presents 46 adorable 
dragons, each with a mystical message to share. You’ll meet sweet fruit dragons as well 
as colourful vegetable varieties. The 138-page illustrated guidebook gives delightful 
descriptions of each dragon’s habitats, behaviour and appearance so you can identify 
dragons to help you with their magic and wisdom. 

Sometimes, you need a simple and to-the-point answer to your questions, such as "Is it 
‘Yes’ or ‘No’?" and "When will I get that job, meet my soul mate, move to a better loca-
tion, and so on?" ANGEL ANSWERS ORACLE CARDS offer you trustworthy guidance 
when a short-but-sweet response is required.  
If you’re navigating through a confusing situation, this card deck will yield straightfor-
ward answers to give you the clarity you’re seeking. Radleigh Valentine, the best-
selling author of ANGEL TAROT CARDS and ARCHANGEL POWER TAROT CARDS, 
brings you an oracle-card deck that cuts to the chase. 

QUANTUM 
ORACLE CARDS 

by Sandra Anne Taylor 
RRP:$38.00 

9781401954437 
Hay House 

Cards 

What energy are you creating right now, in the present moment, that's laying the 
groundwork for your future? What can you do to consciously control and direct it toward 
the destiny of your choice? The QUANTUM ORACLE DECK holds the answers you 
seek. This beautifully illustrated 53-card deck not only reveals your individual energy, it 
also shows the inextricable connection to Universal patterns and responses, predicting 
future potentials with incredible accuracy. Six suits in the deck represent personal and 
Universal influences and situations in life; the seventh suit represents the five major 
cycles in nature and in the human experience. 
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ORACLE CARDSORACLE CARDS  

ANGEL ANSWERS 
ORACLE CARDS 

by Radleigh Valentine 
RRP:$37.00 

9781401959241 
Hay House 

Cards 
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ORACLE CARDSORACLE CARDS  

TAROT CARDSTAROT CARDS  

FOREST OF ENCHANTMENT 
TAROT SET 

by Lunaea Weatherstone 
& Meraylah Allwood 

RRP:$60.00 
9780738751399 

Llewellyn 
Tarot Deck 

Here you will meet witches and wizards, faeries and elves, birds and beasts both earth-
ly and otherworldly, ghosts and shape-shifters, dancing princesses and sad old knights. 
As you wend your way along the twisting woodland paths, finding adventure at every 
turn, the old tales come to life. In the FOREST OF ENCHANTMENT, you may seek 
your fortune, quest for success, and live happily ever after. 

UNIVERSAL WAITE 
TAROT DECK IN A TIN 
by Mary Hanson-Roberts 

RRP:$45.00 
9781572819672 

US Games Systems 
Tarot Deck 

Pocket-sized deck in a collectable tin. The serene Universal Waite Tarot is perfect for 
meditation and readings. The deck is a soothing, eye-appealing complement to the 
traditional Rider-Waite deck. The drawings of Pamela Colman Smith have been beau-
tifully recolored by Mary Hanson-Roberts. Includes 36-page booklet. 

EVERYDAY WITCH 
ORACLE DECK 
by Deborah Blake 
& Elizabeth Alba 

RRP:$50.00 
9780738760322 

Llewellyn 
Cards 

Improve your Craft and find the answers you seek with this easy-to-use oracle full of 
black cats, pointed hats, and spell work galore. EVERYDAY WITCH ORACLE DECK 
pairs charming images with brilliant wisdom, a combination that will boost your divina-
tion and add positive vibes to your life. Full of whimsy but serious enough to help you 
through the toughest times, this deck - and its full-colour companion book - is the per-
fect choice for Witches and readers of all skill levels. 

WITCHES KITCHEN 
ORACLE CARDS SET 

by Barbara Meiklejohn-Free 
& Flavia Peters 

RRP:$50.00 
9780738763569 

Llewellyn 
Cards 

Explore nature's bounty and the amazing possibilities of kitchen witchery. With gor-
geous artwork and uplifting messages, these gilded oracle cards help you discover the 
wisdom and power of natural ingredients. WITCHES KITCHEN ORACLE CARDS SET 
shows you how to harness the magic of Mother Nature for greater harmony and suc-
cess in your life.  
48 card gilded deck. 
Accompanied by a wonderful guidebook, this kit is a must-have for the modern witch. 

FANTASY CATS 
ORACLE CARDS 
by Paolo Barbieri 

RRP:$35.00 
9788865276105 

Lo Scarabeo 
Cards 

Cats are particularlly good at expressing wisdom and insight. In the hands of talented 
Italian artist Paolo Barbieri, cats enter the realm of fantasy to guide us in our search for 
answers. 
Wheather your a cat lover, a fan of fantasy, or simply love Barbieri's art, this oracle deck 
is for you. 
24 cards. 

THELEMA LENORMAND 
ORACLE DECK 

by Renata Lechner 
RRP:$35.00 

9788865276129 
Lo Scarabeo 

Cards 

The artist of the Thelema Trilogy of Tarot Decks, Renata Lechner, expands into the 
world of Lenormand. Lenormand oracle decks provide quick clear answers to everyday 
questions. 
Add beauty to your readings or even begin your Lenormand journey with this engaging 
deck. 

SUFI WISDOM 
ORACLE DECK 

by Rassouli 
RRP:$45.00 

9781925538656 
Blue Angel Gallery 

Cards 

Experience the alchemical wisdom of history’s most influential Sufi sages with this true 
work of devotion from esteemed artist, author and teacher Rassouli. His glorious image-
ry, insightful commentary and direct translations from the Persian texts create a window 
into the rich and numinous world of Sufism. Discover your soul purpose, make empow-
ering choices, trust your intuition, have more satisfying relationships, and develop 
awareness, creativity, love and more. 

PIXIEKINS 
by Paulina Cassidy 

RRP:$52.00 
9781572819887 

US Games Systems 
Cards 

In day-to-day living, a little bit of encouragement and a dash of merriment go a long 
way. From her vivid imagination, popular artist Paulina Cassidy has created the adora-
ble PIXIEKINS deck. Each of the 72 delightful creatures delivers a message of inspira-
tion and magical thinking. Draw a card or two each day and let your intuition guide you 
in applying the PIXIEKINS’ charming wisdom for a new perspective. 



MORE NEW TITLESMORE NEW TITLES  

HONORING 
YOUR ANCESTORS 
by Mallorie Vaudoise 

RRP:$35.00 
9780738761008 

Llewellyn 
Paperback 
264 pages 

No matter who you are, and no matter who your ancestors are, everyone can develop a 
deep, fulfilling ancestor veneration practice. This book shares techniques to help you 
connect to your ancestors and receive the blessings that come from veneration. Discov-
er how genealogical research, family recipes, music, dancing, rituals, and communi-
cating with the dead in dreams can help complement your spiritual path. 

PRACTICAL GUIDE 
TO PAGAN PRIESTHOOD 

by Rev Lora O'Brien 
RRP:$40.00 

9780738759661 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
336 pages 

This book provides a down-to-earth perspective on what it means to be a priestess or 
priest and explores the duties, responsibilities, challenges, and benefits of stepping into 
a leadership role. Whether you are currently a priest or priestess, are considering taking 
on such a role, or would like to be more informed about Pagan leadership so you can 
better support your community, this book helps you learn about the practical skills 
required and provides ideas on how you can acquire or improve them. 

WHEN ANTIDEPRESSANTS 
ARENT ENOUGH 

by Stuart Eisendrath 
RRP:$40.00 

9781608685974 
New World Library 

Paperback 
224 pages 

For the past seventeen years, Dr. Stuart Eisendrath has piloted research into the 
therapeutic effects of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) on people experi-
encing clinical depression. Since then, by helping people recognize that they don’t have 
to change the content of their thoughts but can find relief simply by changing how they 
relate to their thoughts, Dr. Stuart Eisendrath has seen dramatic improvements in 
people’s symptoms and quality of life nearly every day. 

PERFECT 
PRACTICE 

by Belinda Grace 
RRP:$35.00 

9781925429718 
Rockpool Publishing 

Paperback 
168 pages 

A PERFECT PRACTICE is a step-by-step guide to help the novice practitioner estab-
lish and maintain a successful practice in their choice of modality. Full of real-life exam-
ples, this book gives you clear guidelines on how to set up your practice, promote your 
business and make a living by following your passion. 
 

BREATHING AS 
SPIRITUAL PRACTICE 

by Will Johnson 
RRP:$27.00 

9781620556870 
Inner Traditions 

Paperback 
144 pages 

Through his own contemplative journey, Will Johnson shares his experience of striving 
to surrender to the fullest presence of God through each breath. As he takes the reader 
step-by-step through his own breathing practice, the author explains his physical and 
mental techniques for meditating successfully through breath and provides helpful 
guidelines to get the most out of meditative retreats. 

BOOST YOUR 
NATURAL ENERGY 

by Sandy Shimu 
RRP:$21.00 

9781620559741 
Earthdancer Books 

Paperback 
96 pages 

In this handy pocket guide, Sandy Taikyu Kuhn Shimu has collected 40 of the most 
effective yet simple mental and physical exercises as well as a few recipes based on 
her many years of experience as a Kung Fu, Qi Gong, and Yoga teacher. These tech-
niques don’t require hours of studying, difficult to find ingredients, or expensive equip-
ment. 

  

Find us 

on Facebook 

Akasha-Books-Limited 

  Visit our website Visit our website www.akasha.co.nz www.akasha.co.nz for price and availabilityfor price and availability  

TO ORDER: FREEPHONE: 0800 NEWAGE 0800 639-243 
  FREEFAX: 0800 845-738 
  EMAIL:  info@akasha.co.nz 

 or order direct on our web site: www.akasha.co.nz 
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TAROT BOOKSTAROT BOOKS  

LANGUAGE 
OF TAROT 

by Jeannie Reed 
RRP:$37.00 

9780738759425 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
288 pages 

The LANGUAGE OF TAROT presents an innovative 
system that treats tarot as a science. Author Jeannie 
Reed discovered that when the same two or three 
cards appeared together, it always meant the same 
issue in a client's life. 

PATHWORKING 
THE TAROT 

by Leeza Robertson 
RRP:$35.00 

9780738757872 
Llewellyn 

Paperback 
312 pages 

Using straightforward techniques and hands-on exer-
cises, author Leeza Robertson guides you through 
each of the 78 cards and the story it tells. This remark-
able book inspires you to go further, deeper, and wider 
with your tarot knowledge and to expand your spiritual 
being through your experiences with your deck. 

PRACTICAL TAROT 
TECHNIQUES 
by Marcus Katz 
& Tali Goodwin 

RRP:$37.00 
9780738762630 

Llewellyn 
Paperback 
240 pages 

This easy-to-follow tool has everything you need to 
perform insightful readings in everyday situations. 
Tarot experts Marcus Katz and Tali Goodwin bring 
you face to face with the cards in a variety of ways, 
from party games to magical applications. 


